PART A
(To be done in the question paper)

I. Fill in the past tense or past participle of the verbs given in brackets.

(½ x 4 = 2 Marks)

a) I have _____________ a letter to my cousin yesterday. I _____________ several letters to him. (write)

b) We _____________ a stranger in our school. We have never _____________ him before. (see)

II. Do as directed.

(½ x 4 = 2 Marks)

a) The shop _________________ before I reached.
   (use past perfect tense of close)

b) I _________________ when the doorbell rang.
   (use past continuous tense of sleep)

c) My grandfather _________________ for a morning walk daily.
   (use simple present tense of go)

d) We _________________ our new project to the coordinator.
   (use present perfect tense of show)
III. Underline the verbs and state the tense.  
(1 x 2 = 2 Marks)

a) She had reached the school early.

b) Milk turns sour in hot weather.

IV. Circle the auxiliary verbs and rewrite the sentences in simple past tense. 
(1 x 2 = 2 Marks)

a) They were pasting pictures on the wall.

b) The problem had become serious.

V. Rewrite the sentence using capital letters and apostrophes in the right places. 
(1½ Marks)

sams parents are going to dubai. its a four days visit.

VI. Complete the words with 'ch' or 'tch'. 
(¼ x 4 = 1 Mark)

a) clu_____  
b) pi_____ 

c) ben_____  
d) coa_____ 

VII. Rewrite these sentences using _if and will / won't_ in the right places. 
(3 Marks)

a) you don't turn off the gas // you // waste fuel

b) you don't bring money // you // be able to get the ticket
VIII. Match the following. \( \frac{1}{2} \times 3 = 1 \frac{1}{2} \text{ Marks} \)

- a) Greek Musician
- b) Parliament
- c) eyesore

□ unpleasant sight
□ Arion
□ group of owls

IX. Complete the sentences with right similes from the box. \( \frac{1}{2} \times 2 = 1 \text{ Mark} \)

- as fast as a hare
- as light as a feather

a) The little girl was ___________________________ in the race.
b) This material is soft. It is ___________________________.

X. Circle the verb and state its kind. (incomplete verb, transitive verb or intransitive verb) \( \frac{1}{2} \times 6 = 3 \text{ Marks} \)

a) The young man helped the blind beggar. ___________________________
b) The audience cheered. ___________________________
c) The new worker seems smart. ___________________________

XI. Choose the right prefix to make antonymns. \( \frac{1}{2} \times 2 = 1 \text{ Mark} \)

- ir
- mis
- un
- im

a) The teacher advised us to be ______ selfish.
b) Zimran was punished for his ______ behaviour.
XII. Complete the sentences with the right phrase from the box. \( \frac{1}{2} \times 2 = 1 \text{ Mark} \)

| keep an eye on | keep a promise | keep track of |

a) My parents ______________________________ all the latest news.

b) The teacher asked me to ______________________________ the class.

XIII. Choose the right word and encircle it. \( \frac{1}{2} \times 2 = 1 \text{ Mark} \)

a) elephants [ drone, cackle, trumpet ]

b) donkeys [ grunt, bray, screech ]

Part - B
(To be done in the question paper)

I. Give the meaning of the following words. \( \frac{1}{2} \times 4 = 2 \text{ Marks} \)

a) perched - ________________________________

b) chuckled - ________________________________

c) plotting - ________________________________

d) charmed - ________________________________
II. Give the opposite of the following words.  
   
   a) confess  x __________________________________________________________________
   b) build  x __________________________________________________________________
   c) praise  x __________________________________________________________________
   d) safe  x __________________________________________________________________

III. Give one word.  
   
   a) over the side of a ship or a boat - __________________________________________________________________
   b) admitted to do something wrong - __________________________________________________________________
   c) made an unpleasant comment - __________________________________________________________________
   d) grew or developed well - __________________________________________________________________

IV. Frame sentences of your own using any two of the following words.  
   
   (1 x 2 = 2 Marks)

   astonished | scary | spared | swiftly

   a) __________________________________________
      __________________________________________
      __________________________________________

   b) __________________________________________
      __________________________________________
V. Read the given passage and answer the following questions. (3 Marks)

Hundreds of years ago, coins were made in various towns in Britain; but after 1810 there was only one Royal Mint, that was on Tower Hill, London. In 1968 a new mint was established at South Wales, for the manufacture of Britain's decimal currency which was introduced on 15th February 1971.

The metal ingots from which coins are made, are melted in closed crucibles for about two hours, and the molten metal is then run into moulds to form coinage-bars. These bars are next passed between rollers to ensure that they are of uniform size and then put into machines which punch out the blank discs on which the design has to be stamped. After being examined to see that they are of the correct size and shape, these blank discs are fed into annealing drums which soften the metal in preparation for the stamping process. The design is stamped by powerful presses and the finished coins are placed on a moving belt for inspection to detect any faults. The newly minted coins are tested for weight and are counted by an automatic machine, before being placed in sealed bags.

a) When was Britain’s decimal currency introduced? (1 Mark)

b) How are metal ingots changed into coinage-bars? (1 Mark)

c) Write true or false. (½ Mark)

The newly minted coins are counted by an automatic machine.

d) Give a suitable title to the passage. (½ Mark)
Part - C
(To be done in the answer sheet)

I. **Answer the following questions in a sentence.** (ANY THREE) (1 x 3 = 3 Marks)

1) Why did the sailors accept Arion’s offer? 
2) Why did the mother owl attack the narrator and his grandfather? 
3) Who were the neighbours of Old Molly? 
4) What was the competition and what was its reward?

II. **Answer the following questions briefly.** (ANY TWO) (2 x 2 = 4 Marks)

1) Why did the sailors confess to their crime? 
2) How did the owlets become part of the family? 
3) How did the cottages look in the little town of Bunting?

III. **Answer in detail.** (ANY ONE) (3 Marks)

1-a) Give the characteristic sketch of Old Molly. 
    **OR** 
1-b) How did Arion save his life from the robbers?

IV. **Annotate the following.** (ANY TWO) (2 x 2 = 4 Marks)

1) “He was well and happy when we left Italy.”
   a) Who said to whom? 
   b) Whom does ‘he’ refer to? 
   c) Why did they say so?

2) “Two hundred out of fifty, without any doubt.” 
   a) Who said these words and why?

3) “We will not spare your life, but we will give you a choice.” 
   a) Who said to whom? 
   b) What was the choice given to him?
Part - D
(To be done in the answer sheet)

Q) Write a paragraph (10-12 sentences) using the given hints. (3 Marks)
Give a suitable title.

Exams – study – work hard – last exam – excited – summer vacation –
holiday plans – meet grandparents – play with cousins – visit historical
places – read books – enhance language skills – holidays – time to relax –
enjoy – memories.

GOOD LUCK